This article discusses the development of the spelling for the name of Cnut the Great, Viking king of England from 1016 to 1035, from <Cnut> to <Canute>. The origin of this disyllabic spelling is uncertain and has been attributed to taboo deflection, the simplification of the consonant cluster /kn/ in English and even a pope's inability to pronounce the name Cnut. A survey of documents contemporary to Cnut the Great and later chronicles, however, suggests that the disyllabic spelling is found first in sources of Norman origin. As such, the disyllabic spelling <Canute> should be considered a romanisation. This conclusion has important implications for a recently found, early tenth-century coin, bearing the inscription "AIRDECONUT".
to be "the Anglo-Saxon coin maker's struggle to get to grips with the Viking name Harthacnut" and, hence, the coin was regarded as evidence for a hitherto unknown Viking king in Northern England around the year 900 (Kennedy 2011; Richardson 2011) . This interpretation has its appeal, but, given that the Airdeconut coin was found among coins of Frankish, Islamic and Viking origins, how can we be certain that the spelling <Airdeconut> for <Harthacnut> is Anglo-Saxon? The present article concerns the spelling of another Viking king's name, whose presence in England, by contrast, is well attested in various sources: Cnut the Great, Viking king of England from 1016 to 1035. The spelling of Cnut's name underwent a change similar to the one proposed for the Airdeconut coin -from <Cnut> to <Canute> -and a discussion of this change has important implications for the proposed origins of the Airdeconut coin, as will be discussed in the final paragraph.
While it is a well-known fact that Cnut the Great is "known in English as Canute" (Hanks, Hardcastle & Hodges 2006: s.v . 'Knut'), the origin of the disyllabic spelling <Canute> is uncertain. According to Freeman, the Latin form <Canutus> was introduced by the early twelfthcentury Pope Paschal II, because he could not pronounce <Cnut> (Freeman 1867 (Freeman -1876 . Later scholars have argued that <Canute> is typically English, possibly introduced
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to retain the proper pronunciation of the name after the consonant cluster /kn/ was simplified to /n/ in English.
1 A third hypothesis is based on the principle of taboo deflection: Allan & Burridge (2006: 45) suggest that the spelling variant <Canute> originated to avoid confusion with vulgar <cunt>.
However, the three hypotheses mentioned above are all 1 Von S. Kynell (2000: 18) notes "In Danish, Knüd is difficult for Englishmen to pronounce, and it became variously Cnut in the chronicles, Canute in most American histories, Canute or Cnut in Chambers, and Knut in Jespersen, himself a Dane". See also: "It is spelled Cnut but it is pronounced Canute" (Hanafin, Gearey & Brooker 2004: 136) . unsatisfactory as disyllabic spellings for the Viking king's name are found well before the proposed triggers. The first recorded disyllabic spelling, <Chanut>, is contemporary to the Viking king and is found in two of his own charters (Sawyer 1968 : nos. 949,
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982). As such, it is recorded some seventy years before Paschal II was inaugurated, and occurs at least six centuries before the simplification of /kn/ to /n/ in English, a process which probably took place over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Kökeritz 1945: 77-86) . The disyllabic form also pre-dates the first recorded instance of the word cunt, which, according to the OED, is found in 1230, in the street name "Gropecuntelane". On its own, the word cunt occurs first in 1325, i.e. three centuries after we find a disyllabic spelling for Cnut's name. 2 Neither Paschal II's speech impediment, nor the simplification of /kn/ to /n/, nor the confusion with <cunt>, therefore, can account for the change from <Cnut> to <Canute>.
In order to come to a better understanding of how the disyllabic spelling for Cnut's name arose, we have collected the forms of his name from contemporary documents as well as from a selection of twenty later chronicles (see table 1 ). 3 Based on our evidence, we would like to propose 2 It seems unlikely that the Old English word for genitalia, (ge-)cynd, would have had any influence on the spelling. 3 As we wanted to make sure that the chronicles contained Cnut the Great's name, we have selected the chronicles on the basis of them being used in the that the reason for the change in spelling lies in the language and origin of the documents in which we find the first disyllabic variants of Cnut's name. In the eleventh century, disyllabic forms of his name occur only in standard works on Cnut the Great: Lawson (2004) and Bolton (2009) . For all the cited texts, we have made use of the standard editions. 4 We have listed forms such as "Cnuti" and "Cnuto" as <Cnutus> and forms such as "Canuti" and "Canuto" as <Canutus>. Titles and dates of the chronicles are from Dumphy (2010 
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Old French and Latin, disallow onsets such as /kn/ and /gn/ and one way to remedy these onsets is to insert an epenthetic vowel between the velar and the nasal consonants (Lincoln Canfield & Cary Davies 1975; Minkova 2003: 337) .
As shown in table 1, Latin chroniclers in the twelfth century tended to use two distinct forms: <Cnutus> and <Canutus>. In three chronicles, both variants were found. Geffrei Gaimar's L'Estoire des Engleis (1136-1137), written in Anglo-Norman, for example, reads "Kenut fut bon rei riche e poant / Sa realted esteit mult grant / Danemarche ot e Englettere /… / Cum Cnuth regnout meillurment / …/ Dunc fud Kenut de treis regnes sire" (Bell 1960: ll. 4676-4689) . The variant <Cnuth>, however, is probably a scribal error, as Gaimar himself intended a disyllabic pronunciation of Cnut's name:
his L'Estoire is written in octosyllabic lines and the line with the variant <Cnuth> numbers only seven syllables. The variation in Hugh Candidus's chronicle can be explained by the fact that the form 'Canutus' is only found in a chronological summary, which was added by a later annotator (Mellows 1949: 49, 136-137) . Bardsley (1996: 592) , the surnames Notman, Nutman and Nuttman may be derived from 'the servant of Note (Cnut or Canute)'. We assume that these names would initially have been spelled with intitial <cn> and developed into their present forms later on. 6 Occasionally, misspellings make it into print. For example, Alexander Rumble's The Reign of Cnut (1994) is referred to as "The Reign of Cunt", in Lee (2003: 393 
